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Abstract: 

Data access control is a challenging problem in public cloud storage systems. Ciphertext-policy attribute-based Encryption (CP-
ABE) has been adopted as a promising technique to offer flexible, fine-grained and secure information access management for 
cloud storage with honest-but-curious cloud servers. However, in the current CP-ABE schemes, the single attribute authority 
should execute the time-consuming consumer legitimacy verification and secret key distribution, and therefore it effects in a 
single-point overall performance bottleneck when a CP-ABE scheme is adopted in a big-scale cloud storage system. Customers 
can be stuck inside the ready queue for a protracted period to achieve their secret keys, thereby ensuing in low-efficiency of the 
system. Even though multi-authority access control schemes were proposed, those schemes nonetheless cannot triumph over the 
drawbacks of the single-point bottleneck and low performance, due to the reality that every one of the authorities still 
independently manages a disjoint attribute set. In this paper, we recommend a single heterogeneous framework to dispose of the 
hassle of a single-point overall performance bottleneck and offer an extra efficient access control scheme with an auditing 
mechanism. Our framework employs multiple characteristic authorities to share the weight of user legitimacy verification. In the 
meantime, in our scheme, a CA (primary Authority) is added to generate secret keys for legitimacy validated users. Unlike 
different multi-authority access manipulate schemes each of the authorities in our scheme manages the complete characteristic 
set, personally. To enhance security, we also suggested an auditing mechanism to detect which AA (attribute Authority) has 
incorrectly or maliciously paused the legitimacy verification technique. The analysis suggests that our system no longer only 
guarantees the security requirements but additionally makes exceptional overall performance improvement on key generation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Storage is a promising and vital service paradigm in 

cloud computing [1-4]. Benefits of the usage of Cloud Storage 

encompass more accessibility, better reliability, speedy 

deployment and stronger protection to call only a few. Despite 

the cited benefits, this paradigm also brings forth new 

challenges on getting facts right of entry to manage, that is 

essential trouble to make sure data is secured. Since cloud 

storage is operated through cloud provider carriers, who are 

generally outdoor are relied on the domain of data owners, the 

conventional access control to manipulate strategies inside the 

client/Server model are not suitable in cloud storage 

environment. The data access control in the cloud storage 

environment has, as a result, come to be a challenging 

problem.  

To address the difficulty of records access manipulate in cloud 

storage, there have been pretty few schemes proposed, 

amongst which Ciphertext-policy attribute-based Encryption 

(CP-ABE) items are one of the most promising strategies. A 

salient characteristic of CP-ABE is that it grants facts 

proprietors direct control power primarily based on getting 

admission to policies, to provide flexible, high quality-grained 

and relaxed access management for cloud storage structures. In 

CP-ABE schemes, the access control scheme is accomplished 

through the use of cryptography, where a proprietor’s facts are 

encrypted with a get entry to structure over attributes and a 

user’s secret keys categorized together with his/her own 

attributes. Only if the attributes associated with the person’s 

secret key satisfy to get admission to structure, can the 

consumer decrypt the corresponding ciphertext to gain the 

plaintext. The CP-ABE primarily based get entry to manipulate 
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schemes for cloud storage was developed into two 

complementary classes, specifically, single-authority scenarios 

[5-9] and multi-authority situation [10-12]. Even though 

present CP-ABE get right of entry to manage schemes and 

have a variety of appealing capabilities, they may be neither 

sturdy nor efficient in key generation. Because there is handiest 

one authority in charge of all attributes in single-authority 

schemes, the offline/crash of this authority makes all secret key 

requests unavailable throughout that period. The same hassle 

exists in multi-authority schemes considering each of multiple 

authorities manages a disjoint attribute set. 

In single-authority schemes, the most effective authority ought 

to affirm the legitimacy of users’ attributes earlier than 

generating secret keys for them. As the access control 

mechanism is related to data protection, and the only credential 

a consumer possesses is his/her secret key associated with 

his/her attributes, the manner of key issuing must be careful. 

However, inside the real globe, the attributes are various. As an 

example, to confirm whether or not a user is capable of force 

may additionally want an authority to provide him/her a test to 

prove that he/she can drive. Consequently, he/she can get an 

attribute key related to the driving capacity [13]. To deal with 

the verification of numerous attributes, the person may be 

required to be present to verify them. 

Furthermore, the system to verify/assign attributes to 

customers is generally tricky so that it employs directors to 

manually deal with the verification [14], that the authenticity of 

registered information ought to be achieved through out-of-

band (frequently manual) way. To make a careful decision, the 

makes thehuman beingsunavoidable participation of

timeverification - which reasons a singleconsuming, -point 

arebottleneck. Specifically, for a massive machine, there

continually big numbers of users soliciting for secret keys.  

The inefficiency of the authority’s service results in a single-

factor performance bottleneck, if you want to motivate system 

congestion such that users often cannot acquire their secret 

keys speedily and need to wait within the device queue. This 

could notably lessen the satisfaction of users experience to 

revel in actual-time offerings. Alternatively, if there is best one 

authority that issues secret keys for some particular attributes 

and if the verification enforces customers’ presence, it's going 

to bring about the alternative kind of lengthy provider put off 

for users because the authority may be too far away from 

his/her domestic/place of business. As a result, single-point 

performance bottleneck problem affects the efficiency of secret 

key technology [23] carrier and immensely degrades the utility 

of the present schemes to behavior access manipulate in big 

cloud storage systems. Moreover, in multi-authority schemes, 

the same problem also exists because of the reality that more 

than one government separately keep disjoint attribute subsets 

and secret problem keys associated with users’ attributes within 

their administrative area. Every authority plays the verification 

and secret key generation entirly inside the secret key 

distribution system, similar to what the single authority does in 

single authority schemes. Therefore, the single-factor 

performance bottleneck nevertheless exists in such multi-

authority schemes.  

In this paper, an honest concept to put off the single-point 

bottleneck [18] is to permit more than one authorities to 

together manipulate the regular characteristic set, in this 

manner that every one of them can distribute mystery keys to 

users independently. In this work, TMACS [15], is a threshold 

multi-authority CP-ABE access manipulate scheme for public 

cloud storage, where more than one government collectively 

manipulate a uniform characteristic set. In reality, it addresses 

the single-factor the bottleneck of overall performance and 

safety but introduces some additional overhead.  

The similar trouble has been taken into consideration and in 

part tackled in other associated regions, including public key 

infrastructure (PKI) for e-commerce [16]. To reduce the 

central authority (CA)’s load, one or greater registration 

authorities (RAs) are delivered to carry out some of the 

management responsibilities on behalf of CA. Every RA can 

confirm a user’s legitimacy and decide whether or not the 

consumer is entitled to have a legitimate certificate. After the 

verification, it validates the credentials and forwards the 

certificates request to CA. Then, CA will generate a certificate 

for the user. For the reason that most heavy work of 

verification is done via a particular RA, the burden of CA may 

be largely reduced. However, the security of the scheme with 

single- CA/multi-RAs in part relies upon at the trustiness of a 

couple of RAs. So that one can attain traceability, CA has to 

keep some records to affirm which RA has been accountable 

for verifying the legitimacy of a particular person.  

In this paper, the heterogeneous architecture of single CA and 

multiple RAs, we advise robust and auditable access manipulate 

scheme (named RAAC) for public cloud storage to promote 

the overall performance while preserving the flexibility and 

exceptional This scheme separates the system of consumer 

legitimacy verification from the name of the game key era, and 

assign those sub-processes to two one-of-a-kinds of 

government. Earlier than appearing a basic secret technology 

and distribution procedure, one of the AAs is chosen to 

confirm the legitimacy of the consumer’s attributes after which 

it generates an intermediate key to send to the CA. CA 

generates the secret key for the user on the premise of the 

received intermediate key, and not using a want of any more 

verification. On this way, a couple of AAs can work in parallel 

to the percentage of the weight of the time-consuming 

legitimacy verification and standby for every other to take away 

the single-point bottleneck on overall performance. In the 

meantime, the chosen AA does not take the duty of producing 

very last secret keys to users. Instead, it generates standard keys 

that accomplice with customers’ attributes and implicitly 

associated with its identification, and sends them to CA. With 

the assist of standard keys, CA is capable of no longer handling 

and generates mystery keys for legitimacy which is proven to 

be greater success amongst users greater but additionally hint 

an AA’s mistake or malicious conduct to beautify the safety. 

The main contributions of this work may be summarized as 

follows. 

1) To address the single-factor overall performance bottleneck 

of key distribution existed in the current schemes. This 

technique proposes a robust and efficient heterogeneous 
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couple of AAs (characteristic authorities) for public cloud 

storage. The heavy load of consumer legitimacy verification is 

shared by using multiple AAs, each of which manages the 

favorite attribute set and can independently hold the user 

legitimacy verification, while CA is only liable for 

computational tasks. To the best of our information, this is the 

first work that proposes the heterogeneous access manipulate 

framework to address the low efficiency and single-point 

overall performance bottleneck for cloud storage. 

2) Reconstruct the CP-ABE scheme to in shape our proposed 

framework and advocate robust and high-green access 

manipulates scheme, in the meantime, the scheme nevertheless 

preserves the fine granularity, flexibility and security capabilities 

of CPABE. 

3) This scheme consists of an auditing mechanism that 

facilitates the system to trace any of the AA’s misbehavior on 

user’s legitimacy verification. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Ciphertext-policy attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) has 

thus far been appeared as one of the maximum promising 

techniques for information access control in cloud storage 

structures. This era gives users flexible, fine-grained and secure 

access management of outsourced information. It was first 

formulated by way of Goyal et al. in [17]. Then the first CP-

ABE scheme which was proposed by Benthencourt et al. [18] 

But in this scheme, it was proved to be relaxed and handiest 

inside the prevalent group version. In the end, a few 

cryptographically stronger CP-ABE buildings [19–21] were 

proposed, however, these schemes imposed some regulations 

that the unique CP-ABE does not have, now in [22]. Waters 

realistic CPefficient andproposed three - schemesABE

beneath stronger cryptographic assumptions as to be very 

expressive [18]. To enhance the efficiency of this encryption 

method, Emura et al. [23] proposed a CP-ABE scheme with a 

regular cipher text period. In contrast to the above schemes 

which might be simplest, constrained to a specific monotonic 

access structures, Obtrovsky et al. [24] proposed a greater 

expressive CP-ABE scheme that can assist non-monotonic 

access systems. Lately, Hohenberger and Waters [25] proposed 

an online/offline ABE approach for CPABE which permits 

the consumer to do a lot pre-computation so that it is feasible 

to save online computation. It’s a promising technique for 

resource-constrained devices. 

In accessible, there are categories of CP-ABE schemes 

classified by way of the variety of participating authorities in 

key distribution technique. One class is the single-authority 

scheme, the alternative is a multi-authority scheme. In single 

authority schemes [5–7, 26–29], only one authority is 

concerned to manage the usual characteristic set, generate and 

customefor alldistribute secret keys authorsThers.

respectively proposed CP- schemes with dynamicABE

attribute revocation capability for information outsourcing 

structures [7, 26]. Wu et al. [5] proposed a Multi-message 

Ciphertext-policy attribute-based Encryption (MCP-ABE)  

 

which encrypts more than one messages within one cipher text 

which will implement flexible attribute-based access manage on 

scalable media. The literature [27–29] is considered the 

efficiency problem, however, they, in particular; considered the 

computation complexity inside the cryptography algorithms 

rather than interplay protocols between extraordinary entities 

within the actual global, along with the method of user 

legitimacy verification. To sum up, in single-authority schemes, 

the single-point overall performance bottleneck has not been 

extensively addressed this far. 

In our recent days, we considered the single-factor overall 

performance bottleneck of CP-ABE based schemes entirely 

and devised a threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access 

control scheme in our any other work [15]. One-of-a-kind 

from different multi-authority schemes, in [15], multiple 

authorities together manage a straight characteristic set. Taking 

benefit of (t, n) threshold secret sharing, the master secret key 

may be shared among a couple of authorities, and a legal 

person can generate his/her secret key with the aid of 

interacting with any t authorities. This scheme honestly 

addressed the single-factor bottleneck on both security and 

overall performance in CP-ABE primarily based access control 

in public cloud storage. However, it is not efficient, due to the 

fact a user has to have interaction with at the least t authorities, 

and for this reason, introduces higher interplay overhead. 

In this paper, we present an efficient heterogeneous framework 

with a single CA/more than one AAs to address the problem 

of the single-factor overall performance bottleneck. The 

original idea of our proposed scheme is that the complicated 

and time-consuming consumer legitimacy verification is 

executed simply by a way of one selected AA. Moreover, an 

auditing mechanism is proposed to make the traceability of 

malicious AAs. Hence our scheme cannot only deal with the 

single-point performance bottleneck but also be able to offer a 

robust, high-efficient, and secure access control for public 

cloud storage. 

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS 
A.SYSTEM MODEL 

The system model of our design is shown in the Fig. (1), and it 

involves five entities: a central authority (CA), Attribute 

authorities (AAs), data owners (Owners), and many data 

consumers (Users), and finally a cloud service provider with 

multiple cloud servers. 

 The central authority (CA) is the administrator of the 

entire system. It is responsible for the system 

construction by setting up the system parameters and 

generat key for each attribute of theing a public

universal attribute set. In the system initialization 

phase, it assigns each user a unique Uid and each 

attribute authority a unique Aid. For a Key request 

from a user, CA is chargeable for generating secret 

keys for the person on the premise of the obtained 

the intermediate key related to the consumer’s 

legitimate attributes proven by using an AA. As an 

administrator of the entire system, CA has the 
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incorrectly orhaspotential to trace which AA

maliciously verif grantedhadandconsumeried a

illegitimate attribute sets. 

 The attribute authority (AAs) are liable for appearing 

user legitimacy verification and producing 

intermediate keys for legitimacy proven users. Unlike 

a maximum of the present multi-authority schemes 

where each AA manages a disjoint characteristic set 

respectively, our proposed scheme involves multiple 

authorities to share the responsibility of consumer 

legitimacy verification, and each AA can perform this 

method for any person independently. While an AA is 

chosen, it will affirm the users’ valid attributes with 

the aid of guide labor or authentication protocols, and 

thekey associated withgenerate an intermediate

attributes that it has legitimacy-verified. The 

intermediate key is a brand new idea to assist CA to 

generate keys. 

 The facts owner (owner) defines the access policy 

about who can get access to every report and encrypts 

the record underneath the described coverage. To 

start with, each owner encrypts his/her information 

with a symmetric encryption algorithm. Then, the 

proprietor formulates access coverage over an 

attribute set and encrypts the symmetric key under 

the policy consistent with public keys received from 

CA. After that, the proprietor sends the whole 

encrypted facts and the encrypted symmetric key 

(denoted as cipher text CT) to the cloud server to be 

stored within the cloud. 

 globalaassignedisconsumer (user)The data

consumer identification Uid by using CA. The 

consumer possesses a hard and fast attributes and is 

prepared with a secret key related to his/her attribute 

set. The consumer can freely get any fascinated 

encrypted data from the cloud server. However, the 

user can decrypt the encrypted records if his/her 

attribute set satisfies the access policy embedded 

within the encrypted information. 

 The cloud server provides a public platform for 

owners to save and share their encrypted information. 

The cloud server does not conduct data access 

control for proprietors. The encrypted information 

saved inside the cloud server can be downloaded 

freely using any user. 

B. Security Assumptions and Requirements 

In this heterogeneous framework, the safety assumptions of 

the 5 roles are given as follows. The cloud server is always 

online and managed using the cloud issuer. Generally, the 

cloud server and its provider are assumed to be ―honest-but-

curious‖, which means that they may successfully execute the 

duties assigned to them for income, however, they could try to 

discover as plenty secret records as feasible based on data 

owners’ inputs and uploaded files. CA is the administrator of 

the complete system, that's usually online and can be assumed 

to be completely relied on. It’ll now not collude with any entity 

to acquire information contents. AAs are answerable for 

carrying out legitimacy verification of users and judging 

whether the users have the claimed attributes. We count on AA 

that can be compromised and can't be completely trusted. 

Furthermore, for the reason that person legitimacy verification 

is conducted by using guide labor, disoperation due to 

carelessness might also take place. Thus, we need an auditing 

mechanism to trace an AA’s misbehavior. Even though a 

consumer can freely get any encrypted facts from the cloud 

server, he/she can't decrypt it unless the user has attributes 

fulfilling the access coverage embedded within the facts. 

Consequently, a few customers can be cheating and curious 

and might collude with every different method to advantage 

unauthorized, get entry to or attempt to collude with (or maybe 

compromise) any AA to attain the get entry permission beyond 

their privileges. Owners have access control over their 

uploaded records, which might be included by way of 

particular access rules they define. To guarantee secure access 

control in public cloud storage, this framework claims that an 

access manipulate scheme needs to meet the following 4 basic 

security necessities: 

 Data confidentiality. Facts content material must be 

stored private to unauthorized customers as well as 

the curious cloud server. 

 Collusion-resistance. Malicious customers colluding 

with every other would not be able to combine their 

attributes to decrypt a cipher text which every of 

them cannot decrypt by themselves. 

 

Fig. (1). System model. 
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 AA responsibility. An auditing mechanism must be 

devised to ensure that an AA’s misbehavior can be 

detected to prevent AAs’ abusing their strength 

without being detected. 

 No ultra vires for any AA. An AA must now not have 

unauthorized strength through which, without delay 

generate mystery keys for customers. This protection 

requirement is newly delivered based totally on our 

proposed hierarchical framework. 

4. OUR PROPOSED ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME 

This section or chapter gives you the overview of the proposed 

scheme and then describes the whole system in detail. There 

are mainly five phases, in this proposed scheme namely System 

Initialization, Encryption, Key Generation, Decryption and 

Auditing and Tracing. 

A. Scheme Overview: 

To obtain a robust and efficient access manipulation for public 

cloud storage, a hierarchical framework with single CA and a 

couple of AAs to eliminate the hassle of single-point overall 

performance bottleneck and beautify the system efficiency.  

keyofprocedureIn this proposed RAAC scheme, the

generation is split into sub-methods:  

1) The method of consumer legitimacy verification. 

2) The process of secret key generation and distribution. The 

user legitimacy verification is assigned to a couple of AAs, each 

of which takes obligation for the ordinary attribute set and is 

able to verify all of the user’s attributes independently. After 

the successful verification, this AA will generate an 

intermediate key and send it to CA. The system of secret key 

generation and distribution is achieved via the CA that 

generates the secret key related to user’s attribute set with none 

extra verification. The secret key is generated using the 

intermediate key securely transmitted from an AA and the 

master secret key.  

In this one-CA/multiple-AAs construction, CA participates 

within the key generation and distribution for security reasons: 

To enhance auditability of corrupted AAs, one AA cannot 

attain the system’s master secret key in case it may optionally 

generate secret keys without any supervision. In the meantime, 

the creation of CA for key generation and distribution is 

appropriate, considering the fact that for a large-scale system, 

the maximum time-ingesting workload of legitimacy 

verification is offloaded and shared among the couple of AAs, 

and the computation workload for key generation could be 

very mild.  

The technique of key generation and distribution would be of 

greater efficiency than different existing schemes. To trace an 

AA’s misbehaviour within the system of user legitimacy 

verification, this method first find the suspected information 

client based on odd conduct detection. For a suspected 

consumer, this scheme can trace the responsible AA who has 

falsely verified this user’s attributes and illegitimately assigned 

secret keys to him/her. 

B. Algorithm Implementation: 

1. System Initialization: Initially, Central authority choses two 

multiplicative cyclic groups (the parameter k is generally a 

generator of ) and T with the normal prime order p, and a 

binary map is defined as T on  Generally, Central 

Authority(CA) randomly chooses  and p as the 
master secret key. Central authority also randomly generates 
public keys for every attribute Atti , 

(i=1,2,….,U):h1,h2,….,hU . Another task left for CA is 
handling the operations of AAs’ and users’ registration (new 
users). Here, CA actually generates a pair of keys (SKCA 
,VKCA) to sign and verify. In this VKCA is publicly known by 
every entity in the system. Every Attribute authority (AA) 
sends a registration request to Central Authority (CA) during 
the System Initialization. For every valid AA, CA assigns a 
unique identity Aid ∈  Zp, randomly chooses a private key 
kAid∈  Zp, and computes its corresponding public key PKAid 
=gkAid. Furthermore, Central Authority will generate a valid 
proof CertAid which will include the public key PKAid, and 
sends it with the corresponding private key kAid to the 
Attribute Authority with the identity Aid. Meanwhile, each user 
gets his/her Uid, private key kUid and CertUid from the 
Central Authority. 

2. Encryption: The procedure followed for encryption is 

generally done by the owner itself. To improve the efficiency in 

system, the owner initially chooses a random number as the 

symmetric key which is generated using random function in 

java. In order to have an effective system symmetric key is 

encrypted to increase the data security. The owner defines an 

easy expressed monotonic Boolean formulae. Using CP-ABE 

the encryption is encrypted and the file uploaded is also 

encrypted upon user acceptance. 

3. Key Generation and Distribution: This procedure is 

completely different from those existing CP-ABE schemes. 

This involves a selected AA and CA for the selected user. 

There are four steps divided further  

STEP 1: Uj→ AAi. while a user Uj with the identification Uidj 

makes a secret key request, the user selects an AA (AAi with 

the identification Aidi) by means of a certain scheduling 

algorithm and sends the CertUid to reveal the validity of 

his/her identification, at the side of a few proofs to expose that 

he/she has the attribute set that he/she claims to have. 

STEP 2: AAi → CA. The user legitimacy verification is a 

verificationexertions ormanualinvolvemethod that can

protocols carried out through AAi. After successful 

verification, AAi obtains the current timestamp value TS, and 

then generates an intermediate key. Finally this AA securely 

sends the following message to CA:  

{UidJ , Aidi, SJ , ICAidi,Uidj, TS} 

Sj Secret Key 

ICAidi  Intermediate Certification key 

UidJ  User Id 

STEP 3: CA → AAi → Uj After receiving the message from 

the AA, CA first makes use of Aidi to gain the corresponding 
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stored public key PKAidi . Then CA tests whether the 

transmission delay is in the allowed time interval △ T. We 

count on that the current time is T′. If T′ − TS >△ T, CA 

stops right here and sends response to the AA. In any other 

case, CA keeps to compute t1 = H (Uidj ||TS||0), t2 = H 

(Uidj ||TS||1), and makes certain t1 and t2 haven’t yet been 

re-used from the identical user. This can prevent AA’s 

collusion attack .CA continues to use its master secret key 

MSK to generate a secret key SKj for the user. 

STEP 4: Decryption: The method of Decryption is completed 

via the user. A user can freely query and down load any 

involved encrypted records from the general public cloud 

storage. But, he/she cannot decrypt information until his/her 

attribute set satisfies the access structure embedded within the 

cipher text. 

STEP 5:Auditing & Tracing: each AA might also generate an 

intermediate key for any attribute set associated with a selected 

user, after which CA can generate the secret key for this user 

with no greater verification. But, AAs can be compromised and 

can't be absolutely trusted. Meanwhile, the user legitimacy 

verification is performed by using manual labour and 

consequently AAs may also maliciously or incorrectly generate 

an intermediate key for an unverified attribute set. A malicious 

user will strive any feasible means to gain the secret key 

associated with the particular characteristic set to achieve the 

information access permission. Under this assumption, the user 

would frequently display strange behaviours.  

Typically, it wishes to hold the responsibility of AAs to prevent 

the compromised or misbehaved ones from freely generating 

secret keys for malicious users. User responsibility is to permit 

and anticipate that we have appropriate strategies to discover 

customers’ unusual behaviours. The process of Auditing & 

Tracing is periodically performed or occasion-triggered by way 

of CA to mandatorily ask a suspected user to safely put up k′ x 

of a given attribute, L, and TS in his/her gained mystery key. 

So that you can continue to reap information, customers need 

to cooperate to perform the process efficiently. However, with 

a view to mislead CA, a suspected consumer still has the 

motivation to publish a secret key factor that doesn’t belong to 

him/her. As a consequence, to put into effect an effective 

tracing, CA must confirm the obtained secret key additives 

absolutely belong to the given consumer. Based at the motives 

stated above, the tracing method ought to be finished as the 

following sub procedures. 

 Secret key ownership confirming. This procedure is 

completed to affirm that the obtained secret key 

component certainly belongs to the user who has 

submitted it. 

 AA Tracing. This technique is finished to trace and 

affirm which AA has generated the suspected user’s 

secret key.CA makes use of PK as an index to search 

its storage for the responsible AA. If a few AA with 

the identity Aidi owns a public key that is equal to 

PK, it shows that AA has maliciously or incorrectly 

Theperson.thisoflegitimacyconfirmed the

securityimplementtooughtAAobserved

enhancement  or  be  kicked  out  of  the  system  as  a severe 
punishment.  

5. RESULTS 

Based on the above discussion and implementation, it is 

proved that by removing single bottle neck problem, efficiency 

of the system is increased drastically. A new feature of auditing 

and tracing has been introduced to overcome the malicious 

entry of the users. CA is also been continuously monitored by 

attribute based verification. By this novel framework, our 

proposed scheme provides a fine-grained, robust and efficient 

access control with one-CA/multi-AAs for public cloud 

storage. This scheme employs multiple AAs to share the load 

of the time-consuming legitimacy verification and standby for 

serving new arrivals of users’ requests. The security analysis 

shows that this scheme could effectively resist to individual and 

colluded malicious users, as well as the honest-but-curious 

cloud servers. Besides, with the proposed auditing & tracing 

scheme, no AA could deny its misbehaved key distribution.  

The figures below show the experimentation and implementa-

tion results. 

 

Fig. (2). Symmetric Key Generation. 

 

Fig. (3). File Decryption. 

 

Fig. (3). CA Verification. 
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Fig. (5). Auditing and Tracing. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This new framework is used to get rid of the single-point 

overall performance bottleneck of the present CP-ABE 

schemes. By means of correctly reformulating CP-ABE and 

cryptographic approach into this novel framework, this 

proposed scheme offers a fine-grained, strong and efficient 

access control with one-CA/multi-AAs for public cloud 

storage. This approach employs multiple AAs to share the load 

of the time-ingesting legitimacy verification and standby for 

serving new arrivals of customers’ requests. The proposed 

system version additionally has an auditing technique to trace 

an attribute authority’s ability misbehavior. This framework 

also carries out precise security and performance evaluation to 

affirm that this scheme is secure and efficient. The security 

analysis indicates that our scheme should correctly resist 

individual and colluded malicious users, in addition to the 

honest-but-curious cloud servers. Except, with the proposed 

auditing & tracing scheme, no AA ought to deny its 

misbehaved key distribution. In addition, performance analysis 

based totally on queuing concept confirmed the superiority of 

scheme over the traditional CP-ABE based access control 

schemes for public cloud storage. 
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